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Abstract: Critical velocity is very important for smoke control in longitudinally ventilated subway
tunnel fires. Numerical investigations are conducted in this paper to study the impacts of metro train
blockages on critical velocity in sloping subway tunnel fires by using fire dynamics simulator (FDS)
tunnel models validated with the field-experiment data. Moreover, a global model of critical velocity
is presented for the blocked zone of a metro train in subway tunnel fires including influencing factors
of the blockage ratio and tunnel slope. The results show that the reduction ratio of critical velocity
in the blocked zone is less than the metro-train blockage ratio. The correction factor between the
critical velocity reduction ratio and metro-train blockage ratio is 0.545. The aerodynamic shadow
zone downstream of a subway train blockage has important impacts on the critical velocity. The
critical velocity in the unblocked zone of a metro train is higher than that in the blocked zone of
a metro train blockage. The reason is that smoke flow is hindered by the metro train blockage in
subway tunnel fires. With an increase in the blockage–fire source distance, the critical velocity first
decreases and then tends to be constant. The global model presented can accurately predict the
critical velocity in a sloping subway tunnel with a train blockage. The results may provide beneficial
suggestions for designing ventilation systems for subway tunnels.

Keywords: tunnel fire; train blockage; tunnel slope; critical velocity

1. Introduction

The subway has developed rapidly around the world as an efficient means of urban
public transportation. However, fire smoke is a huge threat to passenger safety [1,2].
Toxic smoke gas has been found to be the main cause of death of people in tunnel fire
accidents that have occurred in recent decades [3]. Effective subway tunnel ventilation is
an important technical means to provide safe conditions and reduce casualties in subway
tunnel fires [4]. If the longitudinal ventilation velocity is not large enough, fire-induced
smoke will spread in the reverse direction of the ventilation air. This phenomenon is called
the smoke back-layering flow in tunnel fires. Critical velocity is defined as the minimum
longitudinal ventilation velocity when the smoke back-layering length becomes zero [5].
When designing tunnel ventilation systems, critical velocity is one of the most important
design parameters to control smoke in subway tunnel fires. Therefore, the critical velocity
in subway tunnel fires should be intensively investigated for its importance.

Since the late 1950s, the critical velocity in tunnel fires has become an active area of
study. Thomas [6] first presented a prediction model for critical velocity in tunnel fires
according to theoretical analysis based on the Froude number. Previous studies have
investigated the influencing factors of critical velocity in tunnel fires, such as the heat
release rate [7], pool fire characteristics [8,9], natural ventilation [10], non-axisymmetric
cross-section [11], tunnel blockage [12–14], and tunnel slope [15,16]. Theoretical analysis,
numerical simulation, and experimental study are the three main types of research methods
for critical velocity in tunnel fires [13,17,18]. The hydraulic diameter of the tunnel was
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introduced in the dimensionless prediction model of critical velocity to cope with the
problem of different tunnel cross-section forms [19].

Existing studies have investigated the influence of tunnel slope and tunnel blockage
on the critical velocity in a tunnel fire. However, studies on the combined effects of tunnel
slope and metro train blockage on the critical velocity are insufficient [20]. The blockage
impact of a metro train on the critical velocity is a complex problem in sloping subway
tunnel fires and needs to be further studied [21]. There are four kinds of main influences of
a metro train blockage on the critical velocity. Firstly, a subway train blockage changes the
airflow field in a subway tunnel. The ventilation velocity increases in the region near the
metro train, owing to the reduction in the ventilation cross sectional area in the subway
tunnel [22]. Secondly, there is an aerodynamic shadow zone downstream of the metro train
after the horizontal airflow passes around the metro train [23,24]. Thirdly, the metro train
hinders the flow of hot smoke and changes the temperature field of the hot smoke plume.
Fourthly, the stack effect of the smoke layer in the sloping subway tunnel influences the
static pressure difference between the smoke front and the ambient air [25]. Motivated by
the above-mentioned facts, this work conducted field validation experiments and numerical
simulations to investigate the blockage impacts of a subway train on the critical velocity
in sloping subway tunnel fires. This paper aims to discover the reason that a metro train
blockage influences the critical velocity in sloping subway tunnel fires. Moreover, a global
model of critical velocity will be presented in this paper for the blocked zone of a metro
train in sloping subway tunnel fires.

2. Numerical Model and Model Validation
2.1. Numerical Model and Boundary Conditions

The fire dynamics simulator (FDS) has been extensively utilized to study fire and
smoke control [5]. In this study, a subway tunnel with dimensions of 4.8 m (width) × 5.3 m
(height) × 300 m (length) was built with the FDS to investigate the metro train blockage
effects on critical velocity, as shown in Figure 1. One metro train with dimensions of 40 m
(length) × 2.8 m (width) × 3.8 m (height) was located 140 m away from the horizontal
tunnel entrance. In the model, the bottom point of the tunnel entrance section center-line
was the coordinate origin. The blockage length has been found to have little effect on the
critical velocity in a longitudinal ventilated tunnel fire [26]. One opening portal of the
subway tunnel was used to generate a constant velocity in the metro tunnel. The other
portal of the metro tunnel was connected with the ambient environment. The ambient air
temperature outside of the tunnel was set as 293.15 K.
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Figure 1. Subway tunnel model diagram.

A fire source with dimensions of 1 m (length) × 1 m (width) × 0.2 m (height) was
set on the ground along the centerline of the metro tunnel. The burning area of the fire
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source was 1 m2. The surface of the fire was modeled as a burner type, and the fire growth
followed a typical αt2 rule. The heat release rate (HRR) of the fire was set as 5 MW, which
is one of the most popular heat release rates in subway tunnel fire studies [5]. The walls,
ceiling, and ground of the subway tunnel model were made of 0.3 m thick concrete [27–29].
The thermal properties of material CONCRETE in the FDS are specified by the MATL
command. The density of the concrete was 2280 kg/m3. The specific heat of the concrete
was set as 1.04 kJ/(kg·K). The thermal conductivity coefficient of the concrete was set as
1.8 W/(m·K). The building structure of the tunnel is supposed to be thermally thick and
the default one dimensional heat conduction for the solid was adopted [30,31]. The default
wall roughness function as well as the velocity condition at the wall surface provided by
the FDS was assumed [31,32]. The outside surface of the tunnel walls, ceiling, and ground
was assumed to be an adiabatic surface in the FDS [30,33]. The inside surface of the tunnel
walls, ceiling, and ground transfer heat with the smoke gas air by using Equations (1)–(3)
in the FDS. The heat transfer equation between the smoke gas air and the concrete is based
on a combination of natural and forced convection correlations [34]:

qc = h(Tgas − Tw) (1)

h = max
[

C
∣∣Tgas − Tw

∣∣ 1
3 ,

k
L

Nu
]

(2)

Nu = C1 + C2RenPrm (3)

where qc is the heat transfer between the smoke gas air and the concrete (W/m2); h is the
convective heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2·K)); Tgas is the temperature of smoke gas air
(K); Tw is the temperature of the concrete (K); C is an empirical coefficient. In this study,
C = 1.31 [34]. k is the thermal conductivity of the gas (W/(m·K)). L is a characteristic length.
In this study, L = 1 [34]. Nu is the Nusselt number. Re is Reynolds number. Pr is the Prandtl
number. In this study, Pr = 0.7 [34]. C1, C2, n, and m are default constants. In this study,
C1 = 0. C2 = 0.037; n = 0.8. m = 0.33 [34].

Appropriate mesh sizes are important to ensure the accuracy of prediction results of
the FDS [34,35]. The FDS user’s guide suggests determining the mesh size (δx) according
to the characteristic fire diameter of the fire source (D∗) for simulation simplying buoyant
plumes [34].

D∗ =
(

Q
ρ0cpT0

√
g

) 2
5

(4)

where D∗ is the characteristic fire diameter of fire source (m); Q is the heat-release rate
(kW); δx is the mesh size (m); g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2); cp is the thermal
capacity of air (kJ/kg·K); ρ0 is the density of ambient air (kg/m3).

The value of δx is suggested to be 0.1D∗ for guaranteeing a reliable operation of the
FDS [34,36,37]. Six mesh sizes, 0.143 m, 0.167 m, 0.2 m, 0.25 m, 0.333 m, and 0.483 m, were
chosen to conduct simulation cases for examining the mesh independence. Figure 2 displays
the predicted temperatures in the vertical direction 10 m downstream from the 5 MW fire
source. The predicted temperatures are stable when the mesh size is smaller than 0.2 m.
The mesh size of 0.167 m was selected in this paper for numerical investigations. Structured
mesh, a large-eddy simulation using a Smagorinsky subgrid-scale turbulence model [31,38],
and transient simulation were adopted in this study to numerically investigate the impacts
of a metro train blockage on the critical velocity in sloping subway tunnel fires. The number
of computational cells was about 1,885,800. A large-eddy simulation is performed by
filtering the control equations by choosing a filter width between the large-scale structure
and the small-scale structure of the flow field, which in turn divides all variables into large-
scale and small-scale quantities. Large-scale quantities are directly simulated to obtain
their true structural state, while small-scale quantities are simulated using a subgrid model.
Although a large-eddy simulation uses a sub-grid model for the small-scale structures, it
is reasonable to use a uniform sub-grid model for the small-scale structures in the flow
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field because of the isotropic nature of the small-scale structures, while the large-eddy
simulation results are more accurate when the appropriate subgrid model is used, and
the simulation results are physically realistic for the transient flow field. In FDS software,
the time step is dynamically calculated and adjusted at each time step to ensure that
the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition is satisfied [31,34]. The initial time step is
determined according to the mesh size and the characteristic velocity of the flow [34,39].
The default value of the time step is [34]:

5
(
δxδyδz

) 1
3√

gH
(5)

where, δx, δy, and δz are the minimum mesh size, respectively; H is the height of computa-
tional domain.
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2.2. Model Validation

In order to improve the prediction accuracy of the subway tunnel model, fire validation
experiments were conducted in a real subway tunnel. Because bigger heat-release rates
of the fire source would destroy tunnel equipment and facilities, fire tests with large heat-
release rates are almost impossible in practice. A total of 61 temperature sensors were set
1 m above the floor along the centerline of a real subway tunnel, with the same dimensions
as those of the subway tunnel model described in Section 2.1. The mesh size in the zone
between 10 m upstream and 10 m downstream of the fire source was 0.04 m. The mesh
size in the other zones was 0.16 m in the validation experiment fire. One temperature
sensor was set above the fire source, at a 1 m vertical distance from the floor. The horizontal
spacing between every two temperature sensors was 1 m. The fire source in the validation
experiment was a pan filled with diesel oil. The standard composition of diesel was C12H23,
and the combustion products of the fire were 0.1 for CO and 0.09 for soot [40]. The quality of
the fire source was measured by using a high-precision electronic balance. In the validation
experiment, the HRR of the fire source was calculated to be 352.5 kW by comparing the
quality of the fire source before and after combustion. The fire source and the test train in
the validation experiment are shown in Figure 3.
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The air velocity in the subway tunnel was measured to be 0.65 m/s during the vali-
dation experiment period. Figure 4 compares the experimental air temperature with FDS
predictions of the smoke gas temperature 1 m above the floor under validation experiment
condition. The temperature error between the predicted and measured air temperature
values is less than 1.2 ◦C, and the maximum relative error is 5.5%. The temperature contour
and the velocity contour near the fire source in the fire simulation of validation experiment
are shown in Figure 5. The fire plume of the fire source and the hot smoke gas was com-
pressed by the upstream incoming airflow to the downstream side of the fire source. The
gas temperature on the downstream side of the fire source was higher than that at a 1 m
vertical distance from the fire source.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Critical Velocity in the Blocked Zone of a Metro Train in Subway Tunnel Fires

The FDS subway tunnel model validated with the field experiment data is used to
investigate the relationship between the critical velocity and blockage ratio under the
boundary conditions described in Section 2.1. A 5 MW fire source was set on the ground
along the centerline of the subway tunnel with a 0 m blockage–fire source distance. Differ-
ent blockage ratios were obtained by changing the height of the train blockage. The heights
of the train blockage were set as 2.5 m, 2.7 m, 2.9 m, 3.1 m, 3.3 m, 3.5 m, 3.7 m, and 3.9 m for
blockage ratios of 27.5%, 29.7%, 31.9%, 34.1%, 36.3%, 38.5%, 40.7%, and 42.9%, respectively.
The critical velocity in a tunnel fire can be determined by using the direct observation
method and the extrapolating back-layering length-velocity curve method [22,41]. The
observed smoke back-layering lengths decrease with a gradual increase in the longitudinal
ventilation velocity in the direct observation method. The longitudinal ventilation velocity
is the critical velocity when the smoke back-layering length becomes zero [21]. In the
extrapolating back-layering length-velocity curve method, the curve is extended until the
smoke back-layering length is equal to zero, and the corresponding longitudinal ventilation
velocity is the critical velocity [22,41]. Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram of extrapo-
lating back-layering length-velocity curve method. The critical velocity is determined in
this study by comprehensively using the extrapolating back-layering length-velocity curve
method and the direct observation method. The smoke back-layering lengths are obtained
by testing the change in the longitudinal temperature of the smoke gas above the fire source
in a subway tunnel. There exists a steep drop in the position of the hot smoke front above
the fire source. The smoke back-layering length is the measured distance between the
sharp smoke gas temperature drop and the fire source. Figure 7 presents the temperature
contours of a subway tunnel fire for 1.3 m/s longitudinal ventilation velocity with different
blockage ratios.
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The blockage can impact the critical velocity by affecting the heat radiation from
the fire source and the buoyancy-driven smoke-plume shape, apparently. The blockage
will prevent some radiation heat from transferring to the hot smoke front. Therefore, the
critical velocity with a metro train blockage cannot be determined simply according to
the mass conservation of airflow based on the critical velocity without a blockage [42,43].
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the reduction ratio of critical velocity and the
metro blockage ratio in this study. The reduction rate of critical velocity is less than the
metro blockage ratio. Jiang et al. [22] and Lee and Tsai [14] also found the reduction ratio
of critical velocity to be lower than the blockage ratio in small-scale tests. The correction
factor between the metro train blockage ratio and the reduction rate of critical velocity was
found to be 0.545 by using the regression analysis method.
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The simulated critical velocity with a metro train blockage is shown in Figure 9. The
critical velocity of the subway tunnel decreases linearly with an increase in the blockage
ratio. The simulated critical velocity data are fitted (see Figure 9). The relationship between
the critical velocity and the metro train blockage ratio in subway tunnel fires can be obtained
by modifying the Li model [2].

Vcr
∗ = (1− 0.545ϕ)0.81Q∗1/3 (6)

where V∗cr is the dimensionless critical velocity with a metro train blockage, Q∗ is the
dimensionless heat release rate, and ϕ is the metro train blockage ratio.
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The FDS subway tunnel model validated with the field experiment data is used
to investigate the relationship between the critical velocity and the tunnel slope under
the boundary conditions described in Section 2.1. The uphill-sloping subway tunnel
models (positive tunnel slope) were obtained by rotating the horizontal subway tunnel
models counterclockwise. The downhill-sloping subway tunnel models (negative tunnel
slope) were obtained by rotating the horizontal subway tunnel models clockwise. Overall,
20 simulations with various tunnel slopes were carried out to investigate the effects of the
tunnel slope on the critical velocity with a blockage. Slopes of 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5%,
3%, 3.5%, 4%, 4.5%, and 5% were studied in both an uphill and downhill subway tunnel.

Figure 10 shows comparisons of variation in Vcr,θ
∗/Vcr,0

∗ for different tunnel slopes.
On comparing tunnel slopes of 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5%, 3%, 3.5%, 4%, 4.5%, and 5%,
the simulated critical velocities for a downhill-sloping subway tunnel are found to be
bigger than those of a horizontal subway tunnel [2]. The critical velocity increases with
a decrease in the tunnel slope in an uphill-sloping subway tunnel with a train blockage
inside. Contrarily, on comparing tunnel slopes of 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5%, 3%, 3.5%,
4%, 4.5%, and 5%, the simulated critical velocities for an uphill-sloping subway tunnel
are found to be smaller than those of a horizontal subway tunnel. The critical velocity
decreases with a decrease in the tunnel slope in a downhill-sloping subway tunnel with a
train blockage inside. On the basis of theoretical analysis and simulated critical velocities, a
non-dimensional model is proposed in this paper to address the relationship between the
critical velocity and the inclination angle.

Vcr,θ
∗/Vcr,0

∗ = 1− 3.67 tan θ (7)

where θ is tunnel slope in degrees, Vcr,θ
∗ is the dimensionless critical velocity of the sloping

tunnel with slope θ, and Vcr,0
∗ is the dimensionless critical velocity of the horizontal tunnel.
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The critical velocity of the horizontal subway tunnel can be determined by Equation (6).
On substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), we obtain Equation (8), which can predict
the critical velocity in the sloping subway tunnel fire with a metro train blockage inside.
In order to verify the prediction accuracy of Equation (8), we have simulated the critical
velocity in subway tunnels with widths of 3.5 m, and 4.2 m and heat release rates of
3 MW, and 7.5 MW. Table 1 compares the simulated and predicted critical velocities of
Equation (8). The predicted critical velocities of Equation (8) agree well with the simulated
critical velocities, which indicates that the critical velocity prediction model presented has
a high prediction accuracy.

Vcr,θ
∗ = (1− 0.545ϕ)(1− 3.67 tan θ)0.81Q∗1/3 (8)
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Table 1. Simulated and predicted critical velocities of Equation (8).

Tunnel
Width (m)

HRR
(MW)

Slope
(%)

Critical Velocity of
Equation (8) (m/s)

Simulated Critical
Velocity (m/s)

Relative
Error (%)

3.5 3 0 1.64 1.68 2.44
3.5 3 −5 1.95 1.98 1.54
3.5 3 3 1.46 1.51 3.42
3.5 7.5 0 2.16 2.22 2.78
3.5 7.5 −3 1.93 1.91 −1.04
3.5 7.5 4 2.48 2.54 2.42
4.2 3 0 1.64 1.58 −3.66
4.2 3 3 1.40 1.45 3.57
4.2 3 −3 1.83 1.91 4.37
4.2 7.5 0 2.16 2.12 −1.85
4.2 7.5 5 1.77 1.83 3.39
4.2 7.5 −1 2.24 2.28 1.79

3.2. Critical Velocity in the Unblocked Zones of a Metro Train in Subway Tunnel Fires

The FDS subway tunnel model validated by the field experiment data is used to
investigate the critical velocity in unblocked zones of a metro train in subway tunnel fires
under the boundary conditions described in Section 2.1. Figure 11 shows the comparisons
of the measured critical velocities in Tang’s experiments [17] and the simulated critical
velocities under the same boundary conditions. The simulated critical velocity agrees well
with the measured critical velocities in Tang’s experiments, which indicates that the FDS
subway tunnel model in this study has a high prediction accuracy.
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Table 2 shows the predicted smoke back-layering lengths and critical velocities for
a downstream fire source at different blockage–fire source distances. Airflow velocity
distributions in the aerodynamic shadow zone downstream of a metro train blockage are
related to the blockage–fire source distance, the metro train, and the longitudinal velocity.
According to the blockage–fire source distance, the region downstream of the metro train
can be divided into two location regions: the location region at the aerodynamic shadow
zone downstream of the metro train, and the location region beyond the aerodynamic
shadow zone. These two location regions have different critical velocities in subway tunnel
fires. We will discuss the changes in critical velocities and their reasons next.
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Table 2. Critical velocities for different blockage–fire source distances.

No. Blockage-Fire
Distance (m)

Smoke Back-Layering Length (m)
(Ventilation Velocity (m/s))

Critical Velocity
(m/s)

1~5 2 4.0 (1.4), 1.7 (1.6), 1.5 (1.8), 1.0 (2), 0.6 (2.2) 2.26
6~10 3 3.5 (1.4), 2.6 (1.6), 2.1 (1.8), 0.9 (2), 0.1 (2.2) 2.22
11~15 4 4.6 (1.4), 3.3 (1.6), 2.2 (1.8), 0.8 (2), 0.2 (2.1) 2.20
16~20 5 5.2 (1.4), 3.7 (1.6), 2.3 (1.8), 0.9 (2), 0.3 (2.1) 2.18
21~25 6 6.5 (1.4), 4.5 (1.6), 2.2 (1.8), 1.2 (2), 0.2 (2.2) 2.18
26~30 7 7.4 (1.4), 5.5 (1.6), 2.6 (1.8), 1.2 (2), 0 (2.2) 2.16
31~35 8 8.5 (1.4), 6.3 (1.6), 3.3 (1.8), 1.3 (2), 0.1 (2.1) 2.15
36~40 10 10.7 (1.4), 8.3 (1.6), 3.5 (1.8), 1.3 (2), 0.2 (2.1) 2.14
41~45 12 12.4 (1.4), 8 (1.6), 5.8 (1.8), 1.4 (2), 0.5 (2.05) 2.13
46~50 14 14.6 (1.4), 12.1 (1.6), 7.6 (1.8), 0.9 (2), 0.3 (2.1) 2.12
51~55 16 15.7 (1.4), 13.8 (1.6), 8.9 (1.8), 1.4 (2), 0.3 (2.1) 2.11
56~60 18 17.4 (1.4), 15.9 (1.6), 8.9 (1.8), 1.9 (2), 0.3 (2.1) 2.1
61~65 20 19.3 (1.4), 17.4 (1.6), 11.8 (1.8), 1.2 (2), 0.5 (2.05) 2.1
66~70 22 21.5 (1.4), 19.1 (1.6), 13.6 (1.8), 2.1 (2), 0.2 (2.1) 2.1
71~75 24 23.4 (1.4), 21.9 (1.6), 14.9 (1.8), 1.6 (2), 0.5 (2.05) 2.1
76~80 26 25.5 (1.4), 23.5 (1.6), 15.0 (1.8), 1.5 (2), 0.4 (2.05) 2.1
81~85 28 27.3 (1.4), 25 (1.6), 16 (1.8), 1.5 (2), 0.6 (2.05) 2.1
96~90 30 29.4 (1.4), 26.5 (1.6), 16.6 (1.8), 1.7 (2), 0.3 (2.05) 2.1

Figure 12 presents the airflow velocity contours of a subway tunnel fire with different
blockage–fire source distances. There is an aerodynamic shadow zone downstream of the
metro train after the horizontal airflow passes around the metro train. The length of the aero-
dynamic shadow zone will decrease because of buoyancy smoke from the subway fire [44],
as shown in Figure 11. The lengths of the aerodynamic shadow zone are determined by the
blockage ratio, the fire source position, and the longitudinal ventilation velocity.

For the fire source in the region of the aerodynamic shadow zone downstream of
the metro train blockage (e.g., 2 m, 3 m, 6 m, 7 m, 8 m, 10 m, 12 m, 14 m, and 16 m),
the ventilation airflow will find it much harder to reach the fire than the no blockage
case. Figure 13 shows the temperature contour for a 10 m blockage–fire source distance
with different longitudinal ventilation velocities. The critical velocity with a subway train
blockage is higher than that without a subway train blockage. However, with an increase
in the blockage–fire source distance, the critical velocity first decreases and then tends
to be constant. The decrease in the critical velocity is caused by the local recirculation
airflow near the fire source, which is similar to the research results in Meng et al. [45] and
Tang et al. [17]. They found that the smoke back-layering length decreases with an increase
in the blockage–fire source distance. The recirculation airflow in the aerodynamic shadow
zone behind the metro train should be considered when analyzing the effects of a metro
train blockage.

For the fire source in the region beyond the aerodynamic shadow zone downstream of
the metro train blockage (e.g., 18 m, 20 m, 22 m, 24 m, 26 m, 28 m, and 30 m), the critical
velocity tends to be constant, similar to that without a blockage. Figure 14 compares the
simulated critical velocities with the predictions of the Wu model [19] and the Li model [2].
When the fire source is set at the aerodynamic shadow zone behind the metro train blockage,
both the Wu model and the Li model fail to forecast the critical velocity accurately. When
the fire source is in the location region beyond the aerodynamic shadow zone downstream
of the metro train blockage, the simulated critical velocity in this study agrees well with the
predictions of the Wu model and the Li model without blockage, because the recirculation
airflow in the aerodynamic shadow zone downstream of metro train cannot approach the
fire source. The metro train blockage has almost no influence on the critical velocity when
the fire source is in the location region beyond the aerodynamic shadow zone downstream
of the metro train blockage. When the fire source exists at the upstream side of metro train
blockage, the effect of the metro train blockage on critical velocity is similar to the case with
a downstream fire source [21]. A metro train blockage will hinder the exhaust smoke along
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with longitudinal ventilation because of the reduced cross-sectional area [46]. The blockage
effect of a metro train will decrease the smoke extract rate and cause smoke to accumulate
in the upper zone of the tunnel [13,22].
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4. Conclusions

The impacts of a metro train blockage on the critical velocity in a sloping subway
tunnel fire have been studied in this paper by using the numerical simulation method. A
global model has been developed to predict the critical velocity in the blocked zone of a
metro train in subway tunnel fires by considering the influencing factors of the blockage
ratio and the tunnel slope. To analyze the reliability of the numerical results, the results
of this study are compared with the results of existing research. The main conclusions are
as follows:

(1) The critical velocity in the blocked zone of a metro train decreases linearly with
an increase in the metro train blockage ratio. The reduction ratio of the critical velocity is
smaller than the metro train blockage ratio. The correction factor of the critical velocity
reduction ratio and the metro train blockage ratio is found to be 0.545.

(2) A global model of the critical velocity is proposed for the blocked zone of a metro
train in subway tunnel fires including the influencing factors of the blockage ratio and
tunnel slope. The predictions of the global model can fit well with the numerical results.

(3) The critical velocity in the unblocked zone of a metro train is higher than that
without a subway train blockage. The reason is that smoke flow is hindered by the metro
train blockage in subway tunnel fires. With an increase in the blockage–fire source distance,
the critical velocity first decreases and then tends to be constant.
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The present numerical simulations investigated the impacts of a metro train blockage
on the critical velocity in a sloping subway tunnel fire. There are difficulties in controlling
ventilation velocity, obtaining stable large heat-release rate, and accurately measuring the
ventilation velocities in the full-scale subway tunnel fire tests. Therefore, the number of
full-scale subway tunnel fire tests in this study is small. Future studies should conduct
more full-scale subway tunnel fire tests to investigate complex cases of blockage effects.
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